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Relativistic Quantum mechanics: 




Relativistic Quantum mechanics: 
The Deutsch model:
Perfect approximation of Q.M. in flat space-time.
Posits “Closed Time-like Curves”.
Some effects seen only by entangled systems.
Non-linear Q.M. in curved space time
  
Gravitational Decoherence












Ralph, T. C. & Pienaar, J.  New J. Phys. 16, 085008 (2014).
  
Alternative Interpretations































Heralding efficiency η 
given by:
ηnew =  Df . ηold
  
Not the only effect
Turbulence
Time shifted
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Strongest for time-energy entanglement.
Weakest for polarization entanglement (≈ 10-8 smaller).
Polarization correlations




Most likely: Null result
  
Proof  of  principle
 Nature physics 3.7: 481-486 (2007)
  
Pay load constraints
As small and light as possible...
blogs.esa.int/ 
Nikon AF-S Nikkor 400 mm 

















Nikon AF-S NIKKOR 400mm  


















Can we measure it?
Can we measure it?
Yes we can!
 Vary the height of the ISS
 Elevation angle dependence
 Entangled Vs classical
 Coherence time dependence
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Marc Sarazin, European Southern Observatory
  
Atmospheric Scintillation














Report on DLR-JAXA joint experiment optical Dowlink
  
Losses: Atmospheric 




































Distance: 400 to 522 km
Final beam diameter (max): ≈ 6 m, (min: 2.1m) 
Receiving telescope aperture:  0.23 m
Clipping loss: ≈ -22 to -27 dB (Worst case)
  
Losses: Beam wander
Pointing accuracy: ≈10 +5 µrad (Closed Loop) 
Beam wander loss: ≈ -5 dB 
Phys. Rev. A 81, 023835 (2010).
  
Losses: Optics
Detection efficiency: ≈60 % (in space)
Transmission through sending optics: ≈70 %
Transmission through receiving optics: ≈70 %
Losses in optics: -7 dB
  
Losses




Ground to ISS: ≈ 10 to 15 arc sec
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Max noise rate per detector to measure a 5% change in Df













Time Tagging  
Module
`Detectors
Tracking of OGS 
& fast steering










> 250 Million pairs/second
≈ 200 detectors
> 600 MB/s (compressed)  
2.3 GB/s (uncompressed)










Pulsed laser calibration signal
Block transmission & measure
Ini. calib. & intermittent measurement
  
Further challenges
1) Dark count measurement 5%
2) Link loss and polarization calibration 10%
3) Background measurement 15%
4) Faint pulse source experiments 29%
5) Quantum entangled experiments 40%
6) Switching time 1%
1 2 3 4 5 23 3 }1 s measurement blockCompareclassical (FPS) toquantum entangled.
Discard data with 
high fluctuations.
Ground based optical
Switch (  100 µs).≪
Adjust block duration 
to turbulence
  
What if  we have a negative result?
General Relativity (GR):
Closed Time-like Curves exist
Local causal structure 
Null result:
No Closed Time-like Curves
Non-Local 
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Also good for polarization based quantum communication 
E91 and BB84 
Beam pointing errors 
at PBS
Variable extinction, lower visibility
Use Wire grid PBS 
e.g Medowlark or Moxtek, Inc





form window and 
telescope






















































Proving ground for uplinks to the moon/planets
High orders (PPM2048) because of precise time tags
Multiple input Multiple Output Transmit Diversity:
Encode data in different polarization channels
Alternative modulation formats for turbulent uplinks:
PAM   &   PolMod





The experiment is feasible.
Positive result
Null result
Can also study: Bell tests, BB84, E91, Decoy state, Clock 
sync., non-Gaussian modes, information encoding in angular 
momentum, etc.
Simple and cheap ISS segment.
Non-linear Q.M.
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Varying the orbital altitude
William Crochot wikipedia.org
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